Of the teachers you know, what percentage believe almost all students can learn calculus?

What is the Stockdale Paradox?

There has been no better era to be a student in public schools in America than our current one.

What makes this true for your context?
While better than ever, our public schools are nowhere good enough to prepare every single child for the demands of a global economy.

What makes this true for your context?

What is a growth mindset?

What does a growth mindset have to do with the opportunity gap in AP Potential?
What does a growth mindset have to do with the opportunity gap in AP Potential?

What are the dangers for students when the “cognitive hypothesis” (Tough, 2013) and the “myth of the natural born teacher” (Green, 2015) interact with one another?
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I had the opportunity to present at the National Education Association in DC last week. The panel discussions focused on the importance of growth mindset in education. It was exciting to see how much the conversation around mindset has evolved since the start of the school year. The panelists shared many great examples of how they are incorporating growth mindset into their classrooms and schools. One of the highlights was a discussion about the power of "yet" over "never." The idea is that students can continue to grow and improve, even if they struggle with a concept at first. By focusing on the "yet" part, students are encouraged to keep working and learning.

Next week, I am looking forward to presenting at the Florida Education Association Conference in Orlando. I hope to see many of you there! As always, I welcome any questions or feedback you may have. Please feel free to reach out at brian.dassler@fldoe.org.

@brian_dassler // brian.dassler@fldoe.org
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GROWTH MINDSET
BELIEVING THAT YOUR BASIC ABILITIES CAN BE CULTIVATED WITH EFFORT

Carol Dweck, 2009
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The #FloridaMindset campaign is showing results that matter deeply to student achievement in school - and beyond.

Abbey Stewart @Floridaeducation
Over 50 #FloridaMindset micro-credential submissions received. Excited to share a reflection from a @FLDOE teacher: @BloomBoard @EducatorFL

Megan LuVogue
So proud of growth shown during microcredential course! #FloridaMindset #bloomboard #ELLs #pbcisd #growthmindset @Area4SuptPBCSD @galatop1

---
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What will be the components of your campaign?
What will be the components of your campaign?